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1. ___________are redefined. 

(Objectives, goals, mission). 

2. ________ is superior to imitation. 

(Innovation, Vision, strategy) 

3. ______environmental scanning is neither regular nor continuous. 

(Competitive, Slow, Adhoc) 

4. __________ Strategy is a type of expansion strategy. 

(Turnaround, International, Concentric) 

5. __________ aims at turning loss making units into profit making. 

(Disinvestment, Turnaround, Retrenchment) 

6. _______ Asses’ industry attractiveness &amp; business strength. 

(BCG, GE9 CELL, Porter 5 forces) 

7. Michael porters 5 forces decide _____ intensity. 

(Market, competitive, investment) 

8. ________is a by- product of systems management. 

(Strategy, synergy, stage) 

9. _______ synergy ensures that two department do not work on same product aspects. 

(Operational, Financial, Functional) 

10. ________mode deals with short term goal. 

(Planning, Adaptive, Integrated) 

11.The ______ plans are formulated to meet unique &amp; non repetitive situation. 

(Standing, Specific, Single use). 

12. A ______is a statement of expected results expressed in numerical terms. 

( Procedure, Plans, Budget) 

13. A _______is a timetable of work. 

( Schedule, Policy, Budget) 

14. Strategy formulation is a _________ process. 

(Analytical, internal, continuous) 



15. ________ Integration means retreating to the source of raw material. 

(Vertical, Forward, Backward) 

16. Mckinsey’s 7’s framework includes _______. 

(System, Stage, Signal) 

17. Benchmarking is not coping but _______. 

( Flexibility, adaptability, Sustainability) 

18. Activity based costing concentrates on activities &amp; not _____. 

(Variable, Inputs, Resources) 

19. Change is inevitable. 

(Inevitable, Optional, Avoidable) 

20. Difference between standards &amp; actual results is analyzed through ______ analysis 

(Performance, Variance, Forecasting) 

21. Business policy is a __ to an action.( roadmap, guidelines, reference, reward ) 

22.Strategic intent is the ___ result. (best, functional, end , promising) 

23. SWOT analysis is ___ oriented. (result, cost, future, policy) 

24__ is difficult &amp; undesirable.( integration, disinvestment, restructuring, liquidation) 

25. Advertising is a tool of ___. ( marketing, promotion mix, PR ) 

 


